
LOFAR for Space Weather (LOFAR4SW) is aLOFAR for Space Weather (LOFAR4SW) is a

project funded by the EU Horizon2020project funded by the EU Horizon2020

program that delivers the full conceptualprogram that delivers the full conceptual

and technical design for creating a newand technical design for creating a new

leading-edge European research facility forleading-edge European research facility for

space weather science.space weather science.

Its purpose, in addition to the preparationIts purpose, in addition to the preparation

of high-quality observational data, is toof high-quality observational data, is to

expand the LOFAR infrastructure to runexpand the LOFAR infrastructure to run

monitoring for space weather purposes inmonitoring for space weather purposes in

parallel with regular radio astronomyparallel with regular radio astronomy

observations.observations.

LOFAR (LOw Frequency ARray) - theLOFAR (LOw Frequency ARray) - the

largest and the most flexible network oflargest and the most flexible network of

interferometric radiotelescopes ininterferometric radiotelescopes in

Europe. Designed and built by ASTRONEurope. Designed and built by ASTRON

in the Netherlands and extended toin the Netherlands and extended to

international partners.international partners.

LOFAR unlike single-dish telescope, is aLOFAR unlike single-dish telescope, is a

multipurpose sensor network, with anmultipurpose sensor network, with an

innovative computer and networkinnovative computer and network

infrastructure that can handleinfrastructure that can handle

extremely large data volumes.extremely large data volumes.

Frequency range: 10 - 240 MHz (LBA:Frequency range: 10 - 240 MHz (LBA:    

  10-80 MHz, HBA: 110-240 MHz)10-80 MHz, HBA: 110-240 MHz)

A fully-implemented LOFAR4SW will beA fully-implemented LOFAR4SW will be

one of the Europe’s mostone of the Europe’s most

comprehensive space weathercomprehensive space weather

observatory, shedding new light onobservatory, shedding new light on

several aspects of the space weatherseveral aspects of the space weather

system, from the Sun through the solarsystem, from the Sun through the solar

wind to the ionosphere.wind to the ionosphere.

Science Use CasesScience Use Cases

A user workshop held in May 2018A user workshop held in May 2018

resulted in the formulation of aresulted in the formulation of a

comprehensive collection of 'Sciencecomprehensive collection of 'Science

Use Cases' by experts from the spaceUse Cases' by experts from the space

weather community. Later on, theyweather community. Later on, they

were refined prioritised on scientificwere refined prioritised on scientific

and operational merit, after consultingand operational merit, after consulting

with a large group of external expertswith a large group of external experts

during the End User Workshop heldduring the End User Workshop held

online in May 2020. LOFAR4SW has 27online in May 2020. LOFAR4SW has 27

detailed science use cases that weredetailed science use cases that were

divided into four main groupsdivided into four main groups

corresponding to their major purposecorresponding to their major purpose

i.e.: solar, heliospheric, ionospheric, andi.e.: solar, heliospheric, ionospheric, and

planetary.planetary.



LOFAR4SW:LOFAR4SW:
A COMPREHENSIVEA COMPREHENSIVE
SPACE WEATHERSPACE WEATHER
OBSERVATORYOBSERVATORY

FIND LOFAR4SW ON:FIND LOFAR4SW ON:
WEBSITE →  LOFAR4SW.EU/WEBSITE →  LOFAR4SW.EU/

TWITTER →  TWITTER.COM/LOFAR4SWTWITTER →  TWITTER.COM/LOFAR4SW

Solar Use CasesSolar Use Cases

Monitoring of solar radio activity

Imaging of solar radio emissions

Study of solar bursts and their
fine strucutre

P. Zucca @Twitter

P. Zucca et al., 2018

Heliospheric Use CasesHeliospheric Use Cases

Interplanetary Scintillation (IPS)

Faraday Rotation Measurements

Determination of
the plasma
density (and
potentially the
heliospheric
magnetic field)
using pulsars.

Determination
of plasma
velocity of
solar outflows,  
estimation of
plasma density
variation/
turbulence.

Ionospheric Use CasesIonospheric Use Cases

Planetary Use CasesPlanetary Use Cases

J. Girard et al., 2016

Observations of Jupiter's radiation
belts and radio emissions

Spectral riometer

Ionospheric scintillations

Single
station
scintillation
spectrum
Cas A 
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KAIRA data: McKay et al. (2015)

Traveling ionospheric disturbances
(TIDs)

Study of the
ionospheric
absorption at
different freq.,
modelling of
density profile of
the D-region
ionosphere.

Maguire et al., 2021

differential TEC vs time, all Dutch stations


